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Greeks protest Plant repair charges
.

❑By Kristina Fatur
Staff Writer

Several Greek chapters and
the Plant department are engaged in heated negotiations
over repair charges.
At the beginning of this school
year, house coordinators (HCs)
for the four sororities in Smith
and Schiff received bills for
work that was done in the buildings over the summer. In one
instance, the bill exceeded
$2,000. Other bills were over
$1,000.
These charges were levied
against individual members of
the houses. On October 7,
Sheryl Miller, assistant director for operations in Residential Programs, sent a letter to
each woman with the information that if the charges were not
paid by October 19, the fee
would be transferred from their
student account to maintain the
$200 housing deposit required
of campus residents.
Becca Valentine, HC for
Kappa Alpha Theta, is bothered by the situation. "[Plant
department officials] are indecisive and not sure what is going on," Valentine said. "They
are really inconsistent. They
charge you $10 to fix one door
and $5 for another, when they
did the same thing to each door."
Allison Hatfield, HC for
Kappa Kappa Gamma, believes
these inconsistences can be at-

tributed to the outside contractors Plant Department hires over
the summer.
Part of the issue is concern
from sorority members over the
lateness of the charge. Despite
the fact that the fees were assessed for damage done during
the 1992-93 year, no notice was
given until the October letter.
In the past, charges have not
been so severe. Most people
see the problem as one of miscommunication, al though opinions differ on who is responsible for the breakdown.
"In a nutshell, I've sorted out
what happened this summer
with respect to the four sororities," said John Hickey, director of business services in the
financial vice president's office. "Plant was under the assumption that the women would
take the same opportunity as
the Union houses to fix minor
problems [before they left for
summer]. It was an honest miscommunication between Plant,
Residential Programs and the
HCs. There is no blame placed,
people were just operating under different assumptions."
"There was miscommunication and the Smith and Schiff
folks saw no reason to do a preinspection. There was no intentional misleading," Hickey said.
"I think better communication
will improve these problems
and help solve problems for the
long term."

"The biggest problem is a
lack of communication between Plant and Residential
Programs," said ASUPS
Senator Galvin Guerrero.
Guerrero does have plans
to help the situation. "It will
more likely be next semester,
but we want all residence
houses, Greeks and campus
owned houses to give five
complaints of problems with
Plant. Then we will compile
a list for Residential Programs
and Plant and charge them
with the problems."
Bruce Clemetsen, assistant
director of Residential Programs, claimed he has "no
influence on the process."
When asked the extent of his
involvement, Clemetsen responded, "I am one of two
people who supervises the
Greek HCs. That's it."
Guerrero plans an informal
meeting with John Hickey,
Tom Amorose, associate
dean o f students and Ray Bell,
financial vice president
Thursday to discuss concerns
over the charges.
As this paper went to print,
the Greek HCs reported that
Hickey announced the
university's decision to reduce
the charge for each sorority
by half, apparently in response to the protests. This
agreement is not written up
formally yet, Hickey was not
reached for confirmation.

Seniors scramble for commencement tickets
]By Jad Simpson
Staff Writer

Graduation tickets are fast
becoming extinct at Puget
Sound. Last year each senior
received five and this year
graduating seniors only receive
four tickets apiece. Students say
this is barely enough for immediate family, let alone grandparents, aunts, and uncles.
"That is ridiculous: that's
Mom, Dad, my brother and my
sister. What about everyone
else?" said Reid Saito.
For family members and
guests who do not have a ticket
to see the ceremony in person, a
television will be set up in Thompson for them to watch.
"Families make serious sacrifices so their children can attend this university," said senior Mark Berry. "I think it is

terrible that some will either
have to watch us graduate from
a television set in Thomspson
ormiss the graduation entirely."
"Students and family spend a
fortune at this university—it
seems rather ludicrous that the
fortune only buys four tickets
to graduation," Berry continued. Four tickets makes each
one worth about $20,000.
"Many who would like more
tickets for family and friends
will find the additional tickets
they need," according to a commencement news letter published by the alumni office and
distributed to seniors. "We estimate that 730 of the 875 eligible students will in fact attend
the Commencement ceremony,
therefore over 700 additional
tickets may be available for
those who plan to attend," the
newsletter said.

Although there is a wait list in
the alumni office to sign up for
additional tickets, "It is not
likely that tickets will be available to wait-listed graduates,"
said the newsletter. The office
recommends seniors negotiate
with friends for extras.
Many students question why
graduation cannot be at the elegant Pantages Theater, located
in downtown Tacoma. Walking across the fieldhouse gym
floor, to most, does not seem
too much much of an honor.
Another senior said "We just
sold the law school. For that we
should be able to have graduation in the Kingdome."
However, senior class senator Sean Grindley said other
options have been considered
and discarded for a multitude of
reasons. "It's a no-win situation, really," Grindley said.
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"What do you think about the
university's plan to replace several
campus houses with athletic fields?"
"Tear it down!
Being an athlete, I
see how sucky our
facilities are, we
need new ones!"
-Pete Haliniak III

"If they take away our houses, where the
hell are we going to live, in the President's
mansion?
-Robin Buckmiller, Amy Wohlwend,
Andy Hill
"I'm an athlete and
I'm excited about the
new improvements. I
think living areas
come before athletic
facilities. Once again,
the university should
have discussed this
with the students
first."
-Andee Anderson
"I think it's important for UPS to make
housing a priority.
Campus housing
benefits students by
minimizing the
commute, in addition
to generating revenue
for the university."
-Josh Carl Williams

17 November, 4:22 p.m.

A Student reported the stereo was stolen from her vehicle
while it was parked in the lot at North 18th and Lawrence
Streets. The dash in the vehicle was also damaged. The vehicle
was locked and there were no signs of forced entry.

20 November, 12:11 a.m.

Security observed fireworks being ignited from Phibbs Hall.
A pedestrian in the area was nearly hit by a sky rocket when it
landed.

30 November, 11:00 a.m.

A Student reported his vehicle was the victim of a hit run
accident while it was parked in a lot on Union Avenue. The
passenger door received a large dent.

*Please contact Security if you will be leaving your vehicle on campus over the
semester break. Have a safe and relaxing break.

Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, Director of Security

"It's great because the university needs to
promote athletics, both intramural and
varsity, and by going through with this plan,
that'll help."
-Jennifer Bosso, Dianna Henn, Chris Winkler
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Negative response to law school sale grows
❑By Rebecca Page
News Editor

Despite administration expectations that the uproar over the
law school transfer would fade
away in a short time, the News
Tribune is keeping the issue in
the public's eye with angry edi-

torials and cartoons criticizing
the university's action.
The Tribune has criticized so
much that a few community
leaders are beginning to turn
against the paper for its negative campaign, President said
in an interview Wednesday.
At first, the administration

refused to comment publicly
on the editorials, but this response may change.
"We're looking at ways to
effectively communicate with
the community, and with others
who are interested, the
university's rationale for its
action and try to explain to

English department considers major changes
jBy Kirsten Daniels
Guest Writer

The English department is a
step closer to realizing
changes in the English major
curriculum. Professors in the
English department met on
November 18 to approve the
new curriculum that professor Sarah Sloane hopes will
provide students with a better
liberal arts education.
The changes are part of a
five-year curricular review.
The last review was in 1988.
"We are way out in the margins compared to where we
should be with the curriculum," said Sloane. "It's time
to come in."
Sloane emphasized that the
department is committed to
offering the same courses that
are currently offered. She
stressed that any changes will
be gradual.
Professors are taking a fresh
look at the philosophy behind
what is taught. The focus will
move from studying forms of

writing to looking at writing as
rhetoric.
"We want to study the situations rather than the forms of
discourse," said Sloane.
These changes are most apparent in the professional writing major. As the curriculum
stands. professional writing
majors must take both
newswriting and feature writing to satisfy the major require.
ments.
Instead of two separate classes
that teach the basic forms of
writing, there will be one class
that incorporates writing forms
and culture. "We want to focus
on how culture affects writing,"
said Sloane.
"The goal is to make a stronger tie between literature and
writing," she said.
Other changes in the English
department will fall on the literature classes.
Currently, two survey classes
are offered in the study of British literature and one in American literature. According to
English professor Tim Hansen,

a change is needed due to the
time span covered in survey
classes.
For instance, the literature
survey classes cover a period
of time spanning over 200
years.
"A lot of work is skimmed
over or skipped entirely," said
one literature professor. "It becomes hard to decide who to
study and who to leave out."
So, the British literature surveys will be divided into three
classes. The American literature survey will split into two
classes.
According to Sloane, literature majors will be required to
take three of the five survey
classes. Writing majors will
only have to commit to two
classes.
The changes are still tentative. But approval from the
board is expected.
"We are excited about the
elKiiges," said Sloane. "And
it looks likely that the Universi'y board will like them as
v. ell."
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people why... we
believe this is such
an important step
for the university,"
Pierce said.
Pierce acknowledged the range of
criticisms from students, faculty, staff,
alumni and others.
But she also said This cartoon is reprinted with permission
there have been from the Tacoma News Tribune as an
many positive responses that ap- example of the paper's editorial criticisms of
plauded both the the Pierce administration.
decision and the
staff member. "For me personprocess.
It was the secretive aspects of ally, it's been a harsh reminder
the process that drew the ma- that the university is a corpojority of attention from the cam- rate business and not the nurpus community, as students turing type of community I
expressed at the ASUPS-spon- thought a university would be."
sored forum and in letters to
When asked about the proThe Trail (see Opinions, p. 14). cess, Pierce repeated the
Members of the faculty and administration's position.
"In this instance, [the board
staff have expressed similar
of trustees] considered very
concerns.
"What it really feels like is carefully the process and in the
that the whole campus commu- end concluded, because they
nity has been alienated from the knew it was the right thing—
administration. It has been a they were hesitant because they
culmination of things over the too would have preferred an
last year of Susan's presidency. open process, they concluded
It seems that decisions have that the discussions needed to
been made behind closed doors be held in private because of a
by those at the top of the admin- desire not to damage the law
istrative hierarchy," said one school," Pierce said.

Corrections
The Trail wishes to apologize for misquoting Chaplain
Jim Davis in the November 18 issue. In the article
"Community ponders faith and sexuality: the last quotation

was from a member of the panel. not Jim Davis.

So, you're in desperate need of a computer
but you're totallybrokeuntil after the new year.
Happy Holidays.

Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan.
SOW qualified applimnts can get any select Macintosh
or PowerBook with no payments for 90 days,

Now, you can take home some of our most popular Macintosh and
PowerBook" models with no money down and no payments for 90 days.
(You could qualify with a phone call, but must apply by January 28,
1994.) It's all part of the new Apple Computer Loan. And, for a limited

PI

chrg7"1
sivtie

time, seven incredibly useful software programs will be included all for
one low price. So, celebrate this season with a brand-new Macintosh or
PowerBook computer. It does more. It costs less. Its that simple.
introducing Tile Nmi\pple Compact . 1.0:iii

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

The Bookstore
756-3606
©1993 Apple Computer, Inc. All r4qbts reserved Apple. *Apple lor. Maeraveh. and Powertkok an , reps/end trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

ok

MIDNIGHT SNACK,
DOLLAR BACK.

2602 \ Proctor St.
Tacoma, Wa. 98407
(206) 752-8557
Located next to Starbucks.

3061 6th Ave.
Tacoma, Wa. 98406
(206) 272-3633
Located across from Tom Boys

Burning the midnight oil? Subway's the place to go to refuel. We're open 'til 12midnight Sunday thru Thursday and 2am on Friday and Saturday.
Satisfy your midnight munchies - and save at Subway.

$1 off

Free medium(32oz) soda

any footlong Sub.

with purchase of any 6" or 12" Sub.

zusw ilirk

Not valid with any other offer.

Not valid with any other offer.
One calpc•in wzrson.

(expires 12/2/93) One coupon per person.

(expires 12/2/93)

99c Sub

6" Sub Free

With any footlong Sub.

With footlong Sub, Medium soft drink and chips.

Not valid with any other offer.
One coupon per person.

Not valid with any other offer.

(expires 12/2/93) One coupon per person.

(expires 12/2/93)

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
W‘2"1°
cont

ras.i. t Ile

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

ectic
ill, h e

vivARIN
for fast pick up—safe as coffee

Revive with VIVARINI?
Use only as directed. Contains caffeine equivalent to 2 cups of coffee.

01993 SmithKline Beecham.
\\\

FACE
TRICKLE.
11;10W1%1
(01%11)ft111(
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112
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THESE DAYS 1- 0v NEED

ALL TNE NW you
ow GET.

MAT'S WHY WE OFFER
A #1,00 0 CREDIT
LINE
AND NO
ANA/VAL FEE. THERE, THA T

0

ouou u"'

Ov6HT TO INCREASE MIR CAM FLOW,

If YOU DON'T 60T IL
GET IT:
MEMBER,

NVIUS

NETWORK 01/13 41110/00 TRUST COmfArg, mEASEll FDIC
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A glittering jewel shines in a
theatrical sea of decaying garbage
CiBy Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer

It isn't fair. No one should be
allowed to make movies this good.
The Oscar commission will be
forced to outlaw collaborations
between Anthony Hopkins and
Emma Thompson before they
completely monopolize the
awards ceremonies. Actually, I
hope they don't, but other actors
can't help but develop inferiority
complexes when they witness the
work both artists display in The
Remains of the Day. The Remains of the Day is directed by

James Ivory and produced by
Ismail Merchant, both of whom
collaborated to make Howard's
End and A Room With A View.
The Oscar board should also consider banning these two from
working together; their movies
are just too damn good.
Don't get me wrong; I'm not
complaining. This is all said in a
complimentary fashion. I found
The Remains of the Day to be a
small salvation of sorts. It made
me once again believe that the
cinema can be utilized to create
art its most brilliant and aweinspiring form. It's a shame that
99 percent of the movies made
are merely cheap entertainment,
created to rake in a large profit
from mindless audiences. In the
modern movie world, The Re-

1

mains of the Day is a glittering
jewel in a sea of decaying garbage.
At the center of the movie lies
two performances that symbolize
what great acting should be. Anthony Hopkins plays a butler who
takes propriety and tidiness to
extremes, while Emma Thompson performs opposite him as the
young housekeeper.
Watching Hopkins act is like
watching a magnificent sculpture
glide across a stage. He is prim
and proper and utterly devoid of
all emotion, at least outwardly.
His two purposes in life are to
serve his master to the utmost of
his ability and to remove any semblance of emotion from his appearance.
That doesn't mean he doesn't
have emotions. He does, but they
are expressed in the tiniest of details: the pursing of his lips, the
rigidity of his posture and slight
straining of his speech. He represses so much emotion that he
winds up hiding within himself
so that he doesn't even know that
he has any feelings.
If any other actor were to take
on this role it would seem stale
and unnatural. Hopkins, however,
brings full life and vividness to
the part. He seems born to play
this character.
Opposite Hopkins is another
Oscar-winner, Emma Thompson,

whose role as a housekeeper plays
second fiddle to Hopkins' butler
only because her character is not
as eccentric. Her performance is
still worthy of another Oscar.
Over time, these characters begin to develop a romantic relationship, if I can take the liberty
of calling their relationship romantic. No words of love or cornpassion are spoken; no warm and
tender embraces are exchanged.
Their repressed love affair occurs
under their voices, in between
their words and behind the propriety of their actions. Thompson
tries to make subtle advances toward Hopkins, but this only drives
him to further distance himself
from the outside world and retreat into the peace and solitude
he finds in butlering.
Hopkins and Thompson work
for one Lord Darlington, played
by James Fox. Darlington is innocent and well-intentioned to A nthony Hopkins and Emma Thompson struggle with their emotions.
begin with, but his draft and trusting nature lead him to fraternize
with Nazi sympathizers.
votedly, going against his own
and Thompson appear to be born
Darlington's downfall provides
better judgment to do so. As a
to play opposite each other. These
a moral dilemma for Hopkins'
butler, Hopkins' character is brilfour individuals just can't seem
character. Hopkins has proliant, but as a humanbeing he has
to go wrong. Very rarely have I
grammed himself so well to be
severe deficiencies.
watched a movie without a single
nothing but a butler that he canSet in England in the 1930's,
flaw, but this is one of them. Utter
not bring himself to realize that
The Remains of the Day is a disperfection is an incredibly strong
what his master is doing is morplay of cinematic and directorial
term to describe any work of art,
ally wrong. To Hopkins, his maswonder. Ivory and Merchant seem
but The Remains of the Day, in
ter is his God and can do no wrong.
to have cornered the market on
my opinion, just might warrant
Hopkins obliges his master deBritish period films, and Hopkins
such praise.

"Hidden Hawaii" visits the Omnidome
❑By Maija Blaufuss
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JBy Carrie Siegel
Music &viewer
Ho.
Muthafucka.
I wanna get witchoo.
You know you still my bitch.
What do these words and
phrases have in common? Many
rap groups are prone to spouting
them Out like there's no tomorrow.
But not De La Soul; they're
made of stronger, smarter stuff.
Misogynist rappers who have to
net like inane, macho "gangstas"
in order to sell records usually
wear thin on me.
But the De La Soul hombres
don't assume that being a guntotin' hood from Compton automatically makes you cool;
they' ,, ' obviously more influenced w. I'-Fu than Two Live
Crew. Do La e.m be funky with-

Erupting volcanoes, endangered
flowers, flourishing coral and
pounding surf are all a part of an
exciting and adventure-packed
movie called//idden Hawaii, now
making its US West Coast premiere at the Seattle Omnidome.
That is what the posters and advertisements would like you to
believe. Some of this is true, but
the movie functions more as a
tourist attraction than as a good
film.
This film reflects the purpose of
the Omnidome, located conveniently next to the Seattle
Aquarium at Pier 59 on Alaskan
Way. Both tourist meccas are right
on the water and across from
Pike Place Market, the tourist
capital of Seattle.
When I went to see Hidden
Hawaii, it wasn't my first time at

the Omnidome. I guess I went in
there expecting beautiful scenery
and possibly a little culture; maybe
that was why I was a little disappointed to hear about the history
and growth of the actual islands.
The movie begins in animation,
plunging 4, 000 feet beneath the
ocean's surface to reveal the formation of the islands of Hawaii.
This segment was interesting, but
the use of old computer graphics
left me trying to figure out what
was on screen during most of it
The film discusses how plant
life and animals first came to the
islands. It also explores current
problems facing the islands, including endangered lifeforms in
and out of the water.
The movie includes the amazing variety of plant life on the
islands and the new species found
even today in Hawaii. The rare
Alula plant, which grows on a
3,000 foot cliff above the water

anb clievi:ews: Get wit' De La Soul
out using traditional rapper-guy
motifs. Therein lies their appeal.
This is soul music forthe thinking man (or woman). In "Eye
Patch," singer Posdnuos observes,
"gangsta shit is outdated /
Posdnuos is complicated."
Their two previous efforts, 3
Feet and Rising and De La Soul Is
Dead, are much better than this
one, however. This album starts
out strong and then diminishes.
The catchy refrain to the "Intro"
song, "it might go up, but it won't

go pop" is of the "I just can't get
this tune out of my head" variety.
The first four songs on Buhloone
Mind State epitomize what sets
this band above and apart from
the rest; they're poetic, w itty , profound to the point of being complex and just out 'n out COOL
(l ike dat). "Eye Patch"and "Patty
Dooke" are transcendent; they
make me want to boogie.

There's an unfortunate musical phenomenon that's becoming increasingly prevalent in our
society, and I feel that it must be
brought to public attention right
now.
Lots of bands, including De La
Soul, are under the impression
that if they put all the spectacular songs at the beginning and hide crappy ones
at the end, maybe we'll just
keep listening to the first
couple of songs over and
over again and be thankful
that they're there. This philosophy results in widespread mediocrity and I de
mend that everyone refrain from buying music
until it stops!

Okay, maybe I'm overreacting a little bit, but this
phenomenon has been depressing lately. De La Soul

is a talented group; they could
do better.

Rating: Weinhard's

on one of the islands, was the
focus of botanical discussion.
The main thing this movie has
going for it is its efforts to be
exciting and exotic, mainly relying on a lot of camera work and
timely music. But, for me, all this
effort created only a sense of nausea.
This movie would be a great
film to show in a Geology 101
class because it "makes learning
fun" while adding some interesting little-known background information. The press release
claims "[this film] takes the
viewer to places too dangerous,
too inaccessible and too fragile to
be visited by many people." Well,
I don't believe I will ever be in
close proximity to flowing lava in
my lifetime, nor do I foresee
myself looking down on the ocean
from a 3,000 foot cliff anytime
soon, so I guess the press release
is, at least, somewhat accurate.
For the most part, I was fairly
bored with the movie. However,
if the Omnidome sounds interesting but you are hesitant about
seeing Hidden Hawaii, they arc
also showing The Eruption of
Mount St. Helens: Then andNow. .
I think this film does an excellent

job of showing the danger and
unpredictability of nature. Maybe
this is why I was disappointed
with Hidden Hawaii; it failed to
appeal to the public's need for
entertainment, which is where
Mount St. Helens succeeded.
The best part of the Omnidome
is that is right next to the aquarium,
which I recommend highly. If the
movie is too boring, go visit the
sea otters. They are very good at
cheering people up and add hours
of unmetered entertainment.
The prices for the Omnidome
are $7.95 for both films and $5.95
for one for people over the age of
18. For 18 and under, the cost is
$6.95 for both films and $4.95 for
one. I recommend getting thereat
least 15 minutes early.
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DCompiled by Maija Blaufuss
A & E Assistant

2

Thursday

Jaffa in the Great Hall-University Jazz Band

Directed by Syd Potter
Presented by the University of Puget Sound
School of Music
Great Hall (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE
Campus Music in the Cellar-Road Trip

Presented by Campus Music Network
Cellar (UPS)
10 p.m.
FREE

3

Friday

Organ at Noon-Music for Christmas

Fourth annual organ recital and carol sing
Edward Hansen, University organist
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
Noon
Free
Sounds of the Season-Tacoma Symphony

Conducted by Edward Sefcrian
Pantages Theatre
8 p.m.
Call 272-7264 for more info.
Christmas Play on Campus-The Lion, The
Witch, and The Wardrobe

Presented by University of Puget Sound
Alpha Psi Omega Fraternity
Inside Theatre in Jones Hall (UPS)
6 p.m.
Donation of cash or canned food
J.S. Bach's Magnificat-Tacoma Sym-

phony Orchestra & the Adelphian Concert Choir

Conducted by Edward Seferian
Pantages Theatre
8 p.m.
Call TicketMaster or Tacoma Orchestra
Office for ticket info.

Mistletoast:
International
Celebration
Holiday Jazz on Campus-Dan Lanpher

& Co.

Sponsored by ASUPS Showcase
SUB Rotunda (UPS)
Noon
Free
Big Band Swing Dance-The Swing Re-

union Orchestra

Sponsored by ASUPS Special Events and
Martinclli's Gold Medal Sparkling Cider
Great Hall (UPS)
8-11 p.m.
Free

4 Saturday

8 Wednesday

Sounds of the Season-University Madrigal
Singers & Adelphian Concert Choir
Conducted by Paul W. Schultz
Presented by University of Puget Sound
School of Music
University Place Presbyterian Church
8101 27th St.W (Tacoma)
8 p.m.
Tickets available at Info Center or at door
$7 general, $5 students/senior/faculty/staff
Tacoma Young Artists Performance
Presented by Tacoma Youth Symphony
Association
Rialto Theatre
8 p.m.
$7 balcony
Main floor-donation
Call 627-2792 for more info.

Discount Movie Guide

Holiday Open House-International
Programs

Warner Gym 200 (UPS)
3-5 p.m.
Free
Uplifting Christmas Music-Kenneth
Cope and Randy Kartchner

Presented by Free Flight Productions
Pantages Theatre
7 p.m.
$8
Call Terry Bird at 841-7151 for tickets and
info

9 Thursday
Vegetarian Holiday Potluck Celebra-

Christmas Play on Campus Continues-The

tion-EarthSave Seattle

Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

Unity Church, 200 8th Ave.N (Seattle)
6:30 p.m.
Bring your own plates & utensils
Call 781-6602 for more info

2 & 6 p.m.
See Dec. 3 for more info.

5 Sunday
Festival of Lessons & Carols-University
Madrigal Singers & Adelphian Choir
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
7 p.m.
Donation of canned food
Sounds of the Season Continues-University Madrigal Singers & Adelphian Concert Choir

First United Methodist Church
423 S. K St. (Tacoma)
3 p.m.
See Dec. 4 for info on tickets

6

Sounds of the Season Continues-University Madrigal Singers & Adelphian Concert Choir
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
Tickets only available in advance
See Dec. 4 for more info.

Christmas Theater Production-The Best
Christmas Pageant Ever
Sponsored by the Tacoma Little Theater
By Barbara Robinson
First Baptist Church, 9th & Market
8 p.m.
$8 for adults
Call 272-2481 for more info.

Presented by the Tacoma Actors Guild
Theater on the Square
8 p.m.
$20 adults
Call 272-3107 for more info

Saturday

Thursday, Dec.2 & Friday Dec.3
6:45 & 9:00 p.m.
Call 591-5894 for more information
$5 for the double feature

Laser Show Schedule
All shows located at the Pacific Science
Center at the Seattle Center
Shows $6 regularly, Tuesdays are $3
Call 443-2001 for more information
Tues. Laser U2
Wed. Laser Hendrix
Thurs. Laser Metallica
Fri. & Sat. Laser U2

Laser Floyd: Dark Side
Laser Metallica
Laser Floyd: The Wall
Sun. Laser Zeppelin

The Best Christmas Pageant Ever Continues8 p.m.

7 Tuesday
Conducted by Richard Nace
Presented by University of Puget Sound
School of Music
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE
Handel's Messiah-Seattle Symphony
Orchestra and Chorale

Presented by Tacoma Philharmonic
Pantages Theatre
8 p.m.
Tickets between $14-31
Call 272-0809 for more info

7:30 & 9 p.m.
7:30 & 9 p.m.
7:30 & 9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
Midnight
7:30 & 9 p.m.

"A SMART, COMPELLING,
DOWNRIGHT AMAZING
THRILLER."

See Dec. 10 for more info

Music in Kilworth-University Chorale &
Dorian Singers

Amazing Discovery!
', smallest home dish event
Recelves 110 channels!
Fits anywhere)
Only 10" (Inches) In Orel
CNN DtSNEY WON SCPPT HBO•
ESPN DISCOVERY NOR WU= USA
CiNalAr HEADUAE NEWS TBS
NASHVILLE NE7WORK ARE TBN
THE FAMILY CHANNEL end many morel
As low as 579.05 complete.
Send s5.95 cash, check or money oder for complete
details to:
NATIONAL CABLE COMMUNICATIONS
6300 N BRAESWOOD #4, STE 119
HOUSTON, TX 77098

()Friday

11

RIALTO THEATRE-Double Feature

The Long Goodbye and McCabe and Mrs.
Miller

Opening Night-A Christmas Carol

Monday

THE SMALL DISH HAS ARRIVED...

1

CAMPUS FILMS-In the Line of Fire

and A Christmas Story
In the Line of Fire-7 and 9:30 p.m. on
Fri.(3rd) and Sat.(4th)
In the Line of Fire-6 and 8:30 p.m. on
Sun.(5th)
A Christmas Story-7 and 9:30 p.m. on
Fri.(10th) and Sat.(11th)
A Christmas Story--6 and 8:30 p.m. on
Sun.(12th)
McIntyre 003 (UPS)
$1 with ID, $2 without
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS-The Firm,
Jurassic Park, Sleepless in Seattle, The
Good Son, and The Coneheads.
Call 565-6100 for more info
All shows $1
AMC- The Nightmare Before Christmas,
Malice, A Dangerous Woman, Cool
Runnings,The Three Musketeers, Man's
Best Friend, We're Back, Perfect World
and Josh & Sam.
Call 565-7000 for more info
All shows $3.50 for students w/ID

-

Bennis Cunningham WCBS TV NEW `i0Flit

Special Event
Kittredge Gallery Presentation
The work of UPS seniors will be displayed in the main gallery of Kittredge
with a photo exchange student exhibit from
the Kansas City Art Institute in the small
gallery. Come support fellow students by
coming to see the exhibits.
Gallery hours are Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and on Sunday, 1-4
p.m. Admission to Kittredge Gallery is
free.

IN
THE

LINE

FIRE
(

COLUMBIA
. PICTURES,
-1771-1,:v
'

•

This weekend through Campus Films

WHAT TO EAT Senior and
Student
Discounts!

OF

Mon - Sat
11 am - 9 pm

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK!
For your Fraternity, Sorority, & club.
Plus get $1,000 for yourself
and a free T-shirt just for calling
A-

1-800-932-0528 ex.75

USED CD'S!
Ver y attractive prices on hi g h q ualit y
merchandise . We have j ewelry , cameras, TV's, VCR's,
stereos and much,
much more!

`teetacusfe(te
Food

TO GO!

2514

N.

Rea,a4veztot

Proctor

Tacoma

756-5092

Save Money
Friendl y Service

SOUTH TACOMA
JEWELRY & LOAN
5225 South Tacoma Wa y • 472-8920
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is the seoLsoii
The Trail wishes you a happy, merry Christmas,
Hanukkah, or nondenominational wintertime gift
giving event, whatever you choose to call it.
...oh yeah, here's what we want:

TheTrailwisi,
Lisr
a document that will live in your hearts forever

014., maybe a
Vic 'Borne
litor
tilaaIrliAtobt4tor• .a •certain
and
someone,
bed
at -E.-9 narnely Anne Ilatris, to
have a certain 'illness, preferably
one that is inctirable and painiol.

Darin Padur

Sports Copy

Editor

Wish List
l. The return
program
and of the Accounting

Professor

2.

recognition
Royproper
Polley

November /996 to come

early.
3. A few million dollars so the Iti's
could sign some quality free agents.
4.
A victory for the UPS
team
this
football
ask though. mayjust be too
much to

for

To become a subsidiary of the National Enquirer.
Beer in the Cellar.
To have an unbreakable Trail dog.
To ask probing questions, cause trouble, spark rallies
and general campus upheaval.
A window, sunroof or jacuzzi.
Truth, although on this campus that, of course, would
be a miracle.
E-9 coupons in every issue.
A Puget Sound drill team to mak( fun of,
although the football team will do for now
For all the grass on campus to die.
To be loved, is that so wrong?

-

5.

Andy Genes
or Brad Loveless
Young.
to

win the Cy

John's id list (Five things I WANT!)
Combat Zone Editor

Pictured, top row, left to right: Nikki "1 love
Rebecca "There's nothing in my box" Page,
d it off to my Aunt Zaro. On the couch, left to right: Jad "First
Enough free time to start reviewing movies again.
Todd "Here's my opinion" Starkweather, Jol
people
would stop coming up to me and saying, "You know wh
to That
put inclueless
the Combat
Zone?"
too like to have my picture taken" Wolfer, S
at would be funny
Harkins, Siri "I made crimes on campus" En
That the Loggers keep up their losing streak so the
Zone has plenty to feed on.
No, John. You can't have two more wishes- Features Ed. YeahEd. Ditto- News Ed.
Li_st
Steve Zaro
gig,-,,,• _a
c_,,„tvices
. )*""
Managing
Editor
T rail 0 clAs sutA Sports Editor who is 21 so staff meetings can be held in E-9.
That
Miriam.President Pierce would sell the pyracantha hedge in Jones Circle and sen

Carrie Siegel
(for Chrismanukkah)
for everybody in the whole
school to agree with my obviously
superior musical opinions
just one more kiss from the King
Missile guy
for Fat-Free Fig Newtons to taste
as good as regular Fig Newtons
to start a band called "Victoria's
Secretion" with Johnny Rotten,
Howard DeVoto (from the
Buzzcocks) and Simon LeBon (from
Duran')
to bring River Phoenix back to
life and make him eat some meat

ooto Tod
ybe v‘to thcierlt
of%erl/ of 1.
oinS
511
age °lot°
ourse 1.1 v4°v/laise "v'11 be
al‘?
oicA.crec.
t
a°tiort
1
• ger
• ,A,Aot
t . a big' I
ps, b1S
- corapel`7.Aa/ Mb
eelcl
A isst,es.
A apV ..aeallextts „„txestiOVI o f ttte *
3. r 011"
w
Cf
OT
oart'i
do for no
PI'Vb0‘
to _V°
wilX
1)-(
tit tttis
S. se s more

1. A sparkling personality.
2•

A penny deposited into my Swiss bank account every time
someone in the world makes a phone call.
To be fired from
The Trail and a
it.
do
cumentary to be made a
To
Tosplit
decrease
the
edema
in
my
metacarpo--phalangeal
areas.
a fifth
of Jack Daniels with Santa Claus.

-

re

Jason Werts
ASUPS President
1.A vacation

Sundown Stauffer

Columnist

2.A signature on the Mickey Mouse ears
3.A kinder, gentler ASUPS V.P.
4.My degree
5.A Packwood-Perot ticket in 19%

Just futons.

Rebecca Page
News Editor
a completed
total amnes
a true conse
Noah Megow an
permission
to be able t •
Staff
Writer
1.1n the
name of all staff writers, 1 want to edit
library) with t
the
stories.
a replacem
2.1 editor's
want a new
name for the Trail Printer,

Ed. note: we were mean-spirited
and took out all of Sundown's
musical wishes. He got cranky but
we still think he's important so
here:
...well, damn, just give me money
and I'll get what I want.
Well, actually, I just hope all my
friends have good relaxing breaks
and know that I really have
appreciated them being around this
year... Thanks guys, I owe you.
144411-1144 4411-11-44114

Nikki Hall
Features Copy Editor

,

III
5s
.Ia)

°
.0,

°
o

0

POOper
lame. to buy some air fresheners for
3. I wantismoney
rnent whit The Trail room has.
1 to go on the
co
hvetalltIo
t
l
Te
umsy cross - untry a I
closer to Howarth so 1 dont
front Page.
5. 1 want
wan 13th to be far in the rain.
very
tn
have to walk
Aeta ••

0
ct, Sw ).••

o

c:, cei

Maui

%

%.
•
e. e. e. e.

11

%.

%. %.

%. %.

e. e. e. e.
e. e. e. e.

%. %. %. %. %. %
e. e. e. e
0. 0.
%. %. %. %. %.
1."
.1' .

..

• e. e. e e. e.

C

A ssista
1. A cure for cancer
nt
1
. To get m
Editor
2. A cuddly, black Lab puppy
2. six
ore than
3. A higher GPA than my brother at Santa Clara
World P;c1c
nts all P.■ our
Vents
4. Horn _ eace"Sierra' °Ar
For the U. of Oregon Ducks to win next year's Civil War game
5. A v entertainmen evada potter
.
An awesome
ID - so I can go to E-9 too , or for the Cellar to serve beer and'7ezo can
really
make workfake
interesting!
t center

li
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Jon Wolfer
Sports Editor
1. A Puget Sound football coach
who will provide those rabid
Logger fans with the elusive victory
over P.L.U.
To turn 21 NOW so that staff
meetings can be held at E-9; or at
least a good fake ID.
A car that runs well.
For Logger basketball and
volleyball fans to arrive on time at
home games for the introductions
of the starting lineups, not twenty
minutes into the game.
A Trail issue devoted exclusively
to sports.

Todd Starkweather

Political Columnist
ert Camus
1. The resurrection often
2. Sen. Patrick Moynis redrimmed eyeglasses
3. A private concert by the Velvet

Underground

the
4. Making Wenatchee, WA
national capitol
5. Peanut Butter (because I love it.)
Tony Cesario
Layout

Editor

5 simple things

y picture taken" Hall, Maija "Calendar Goddess" Blaufuss, Stephanie "I' m outta here" Schleicher, Sundown "Check me out" Stauffer, (seated)
Brian "Twinkles" McGuire, Eric "This is not a democracy" Borne, (tall guy in back) Darin "Right wing" Padur, Steve "1' m a cantankerous bastard"
Simpson, Carrie "Rants, raves, and review" Siegal, John "Desperately trying to get The Trail sued" Tocher, Stacy "Looking for an opinion" George,
re' s a blue pen?" Parker, Freda "Just sold my soul toThe Trail" Franklin. On the floor, left to right: David "You' re all wrong" Franzen, John "I
anadu" Bigelow, and Tony "I want a raise" Cesario. Not pictured: Mike "Pa-pooh" Ridolfi, Craig "Nudity is cool" Hollow, Karen "debate me"
tuber "Everybody here is crazy" Herdrich and Anne "More ads and less writing" Harris.

President
To be Bill Clinton's Wish List
To me
President (Hilary won't let
me
campaign through on at
least one of play).
To have promises.
my
daughters like Al
To be more
has.
(not-likely, but than a one-terrnGore
President
co
sometimes
true).
even miracles
To be able to find
own two hands.
my owl, as
with my

Anne Harris
Advertising
To have
the
'Director
pleasure
of seeingtoEric
Borne
hit by a large
truck. and the right measurements.
all my
ads
next semester
come
camera-ready,
pre-paid
For Bruno to wear a skirt on a cold winter's day just to see how fun it is.
For
5. To
have
the pleasure of seeing that same large truck reverse back over Eric Borne.
To be
fired.
41.

qh e ,

Christrnas

I want for

1. Peace

on Earth and good will
among men.
2. A very

distant, very sickly,

rich relative
me enough who happens to very
will
money to pay
loans.

off all my
. Arai
se (are you
Eric?).
paying attention
A really
Chia Pet, since
She only pe cool
t
it's
we're
allowed to have.
An end to all
so we
can live insociety's problems
world."
"nlY perfect
Freda Franklin
Layout Editor
5. Money
4. A massage
3. A hot tub
2. A date
1. More time in the day

1?o,
Siri Engstrom
dp
0
, 4
Assistant News Editor
'Y
ye
1 Something in my box
°6 1. 4 414j. 0
sr:
et,s,
./t)6, Etz
week
2 No more quotes on The Wall
er.
iSo
.44
c
4'1i
3 Free food from the Cellar every
e1:4. o
-1-•1)ei
to boss around
V1) 4'4.
.(141
Someone for me
1t' t> .414 7i
e.9
telligent) rough draft of my senior thesis.
9 As (411? qf °1) . 15,■ ePe
Samson
c't)N
student loans incurred between August 1990 and August 1995.
11) %
?)?
; 144
bill/
4 ibo Oir ---"e C104 6 oP•
4/61
c),
,
iib,/ it
'' 4-0 Se d
/4,
he Puget Sound mission statement.
`j - '4
C''
i
0
i
?
elet4/I 4N.A
dr'o%
+`-'4
4.2_ l'
,
puppy in campus-housing.
fri
r...4
a concrete path across Jones Circle (from the SUB toward the Stephanie Schleicher
t4.).433,
:0ml:
Oir (14 , ,,...
p
...,,,ahe was W.
ntha hedge nothing but a horrible memory.
A&E Editor
taarinel3.100""
I4e94'
9.
tutii:ct
SGui
s00111::Tscla171
Trail, anyone interested? You get a stipend.
ci (4
A job doing something at least
llseg. ilight
q4,,4
editor for The
tb.e
every
idence
ence ha
moderately interesting.
the residmerobe
4
'V .
If I can't have #1, I'll take any job
ittle copy-editor's wish
t raper
6.0.1?
Y %Toe iTle'Il son
etilioafty
that doesn't involve greasy fries
. s 0each aand bl:il ti
y2ea
oTfo otistical
t 1:::battpttuals of sleep
jo11(ts,
and dead cows.
every
other
blinicl
3iihsail
could live at E-9 with Bob
aolh, i
David Franzen
A life's supply of Coca Cola
tTerixoy;w
w
hire tot
° and
a:ciioaety
tso
c4,
Features
Editor
to recognize
der.-check would do my
gummy bottles.
ire
pell
I wish that people like neo nazi's
cheap haircuts
old just sit around and
I want:
sensationalist
he
.ood
would grow up and see the light.
and
from the cellar.
More.
5. godlooking
I wish for true anarchy in the
Richard "the Dick" Fritz
A nap.
and BIII Clinton
Stacey George
Godwinesque style
t me have a tip jar at the
Opinions
Editor
bar and egg-noglattes
Two week rental of a mobile home in the middle of
the desert
egal.
To see Eric dressed in an elf suit
freezer
of up
Hungryman
TVofdinners,
a case
andstocked
a black with
and white
a
TV
thatfull
picks
only reruns
Donahue.
Andof cheap liquor
h for more nudity.
opinion
To
have
my
own
The Trail didn't require its
then
hey,
it'swho
just an
idea,
11 to have an only slighty
To finish the crossword puzzle before Johhhhn
betea
rescued
a kindly
graying
couple
will
feedokay!
me satisfying high-fat foods and
until Iby
can
stand again.
yees
Return of the great Trail
To keep my name off The Wall forever
masochistic streak (but then
Never to hear the theme song of "George of the Jungle" again
Liza look so cool against that
poky purple (the
background.
'Rent-A-Cop'
motion picture!) poster-'cuz Burt and
5. .you know...that.
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Women's cross country repeats as
national champions, men eighth

I

I:113y Noah Megowan

C,

Staff Writer
The Puget Sound women's
cross country team repeated as
NAIA national champions on November 20 at Kenosha, Wisc.,
and the men placed eighth overall
in their first-ever national meet
appearance.
"The first feeling I had after we
won was: next year," said Emily
Kellman. "One was cool, two was
kind of expected, but still cool;
but I really, really want three."
The margin of victory was 131
points, and even without Kellman
the Loggers still would have won

the title. The Loggers placed five
runners in the top 30, more than
any other school. All five Logger
scorers were All-Americans.
Danita Erickson-Parkhurst
hammered through the 5,000meter course in a time of 17 minutes, 58 seconds. Her finish placed
her fourth in the nation. Emily
Kellman was fifth with a time of
18:01, and close on her heels was
veteran and former individual
national champion Wanda
Howlett, who placed 7th overall
in a time of 18:11.
Jennifer B urn ingham ran a
quick time and finished in 18th
place ina time of 18:27. Kirsten

Brenkert rounded out the Logger
squad with her All-American performance of 18:35 (21st). Other
logger finishers were April
Plattner (92nd, 19:43) and Anitra
Lincicum (184th, 20:36), both
making their first trip to the national meet.
In their first-ever trip as a team
to nationals, theLogger men managed to finish eighth. The team
was very happy with their performance, as was head coach Sam
Ring. Josh Montgomery, Tim
Leary and Lane Seely were each
named Academic All-Americans.
Montgomery led the Loggers
on the course as well as in the

classroom with his 44th place finish. His time of 25:59 was excellent under the freezing conditions
andbackedupby EricCook(65th,
26:16) and Greg Fox (93rd,
26:26).
Finishing fourth and fifth for
the Logger men were Leary (94th,
26:26) andJon Westerman (l 16th,
26:42). Finishing in a time of
26:42 was Kirby Leufroy with a
spectacular finishing kick.
"The women went 71-0 in
NAIA competition," Ring said,
pleased with both teams' finishes.
—The men, 67-10. Not bad." Ring
was named the NAIA Women's
Cross Country Coach of the Year.

Volleyball whips Western Oregon,
goes back to Nationals in San Diego
DBy Seth Donsker
Staff Writer

O

Six days after winning theNAIA
District 1 championship on their
home floor, the Puget Sound volleyball team went on the road and
stunned third-ranked Western
Oregon State College in
Monmouth, Ore. in the NAIA BiDistrict Championships.
The Loggers took the grueling
first game 16-14, overcoming
seven game point opportunities
for the District 2 champion
Wolves and an ankle injury to
sophomore middle blocker Sarah
Zeisler. Junior Tara Griffin filled
in exceptionally for Zeisler,
amassing eight kills, three blocks,
and two service aces in the match.
Puget Sound wasted no time in
widening their lead in the match
to 2-0 by grabbing the second
game 15-10 to the delight of the
nearly 150 Logger fans that fought

The Superior
Temporary Service

for the second consecutive year.
Andrea Egans finished the night
with 20 kills and two aces, while
Heidi Moritzhad 13 kills. Volkel,
in just her second week back from
a knee injury, had 14 kills and 31
digs.

heavy fog to make the road trip to
Monmouth.
"Winning the second game was
key," middle blocker Wendy
Weise said. "The mdmentum was
totally in our favor at that point."
The Loggers slipped up in the
third game, falling 15-4 and allowing Western Oregon a last bit
of hope. That hope was dashed in
the fourth and final game when
Nancy Volkel, the lone senior on
the team, led an emotionallycharged Logger attack.
After taking an 8-4 advantage,
the two teams traded points until
the Loggers led 14-11. The Loggers went through two serving
rotations while trying to put the
Wolves away, but Western Oregon tied it at 15.
Finally, after over two hours of
exhaustive play, the Loggers won
it 17-15, winning the Bi-District
title and a trip to San Diego for the
NAIA National Championships

"Last year we were
just happy to be
there. This time, our
goal is a lot higher."
—Andrea Egans
Janice Lwin contributed 26 digs
and dished out 57 assists. Weise
had eight kills and five blocks,
and Zeisler returned in the fourth
set despite the injured ankle for
three kills and two blocks.
The victory moved the Loggers

NESEARCII
INFOINATM
Largest Library of Information in U.S.

GOOD LUCK

15,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

at Nationals,
Logger Volleyball!

800-351.0222
Or, rush $2.00 to. Research Information

from The Trail 's Sports Editor

11322-Idaho Ave #206-A, Los Angeles. CA 90025

PARKER

to fifth in the national rankings
and gave the Loggers the number
five seed in the National Championships. Puget Sound (36-5) will
play Rockhurst College (56-2) of
Missouri, Texas Lutheran (38-8),
Southern Nazarene (25-12) and
tournament host Point Loma
Nazarene (24-9) in pool play on
Thursday and Friday. The top two
teams from each pool will advance to the single-elimination
portion of the tournament on Friday and Saturday.
The Loggers hope to gain from
the experience at last year's National Tournament, also at Point
Loma in San Diego.
"Last year we.were just happy
to be there," Egans said. "This
time, our goal is a lot higher."
If the Loggers play like they did
at Western Oregon, they could
very well bring the National
Championship trophy back to
Tacoma.

YAKIMA-THULE
ALL TYPES OF RACKS
Ski Bicycle Kayak
Windsurf Luggage
NORTHWEST RACK
SUPPLY
5944 6TH AVENUE
564-7575

PERSONNE L
If your are an individual with a steady schedule who
is interested in temporary employment in a professional office setting, Parker Personnel is the service
which will work for you.

We reward your work with:
-Excellent Salaries
-Same Week Pay
-Vacation Pay
-Subsidized Bus Passes
Referral Bonuses
Health Insurance Referrals
Call us today; we have opportunities throughout the
South Puget Sound area. We also have holiday and
summer employment to meet your needs as a student.
Already, there are several UPS students on work assignments through Parker Personnel! EOE/MFH

Tacoma 272-0979 or 1-800-488-8298

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
CAMPUS Sc the STAFF of CIAC:
Sall semester is coming to an end and Winter Break is upon us. It's
been a great year thus far Students have demonstrated a commitment to our community through their many varied service activities.
For the first time in its history CIAC has shared community service
information with the faculty and staff through our newsletter
Most importantly, thanks to the CIAC staff, both paid and volunteer
Without them, there would be no sense of organization with regard
to all of CIAC's efforts.
Cindy Schaser - Comm. Service /JEWS
traran Blessing - Office Manager
Pelesa peralta - Office staff
Loris Ciebreich - Activities Coord.
)Voah McGowan Activities Coord.
Shay VrightlKathi Lee - LiteracylS.C.A.C.E.
Gladys Knight - PUSH/EXCEL
Miriam Chong - "K9DS CAJV DO!"
-

thanks for everything!!
7acki Pearce-Droge

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr.
classes plus weekly tutorials.
The price—$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(andGRE)CO.
LSAT classes begin December 7 and 8
Next GRE class begins December 6

Next

an ie
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Danita Erickson-Parkhurst
For the second time this season, women's cross country runner
Danita Erickson-Parkhurst was named the Puget Sound Dande Trophy
Comany Athlete of the Week.
The senior from Gig Harbor closed her first and last cross country
campaign by leading the Loggers to their second national championship in as many years. Erickson-Parkhurst finished fourth overall at the
championships on November 20, and earned All-American and Academic All-American honors.
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EVENT

,

Men's Basketball—
Saturday, December 4, 8 p.m. vs. Pacific University
Monday, December 6, 7 p.m. vs. Chico State University
Friday and Saturday, December 17-18, Holiday Classic
Tournament (Central Washington, Western Washington,
Lewis & Clark, Puget Sound)

Women's Basketball—
Saturday, December 4, 6 p.m. vs. Portland State University
Friday and Saturday, December 17-18, Holiday Classic
Tournament (Pacific Lutheran, Northwest Nazarene,
Concordia, Puget Sound)

Men's hoops drops two to
Willamette

Classic Tournament on the Friday and Saturday after
finals. Central Washington, Western Washington
and Lewis & Clark will also participate.

Having the bad fortune of drawing the defending
NAIA Division II National Champion twice in one
week, the Puget Sound men's basketball team
went 1-3 on the week by losing twice to Willamette
and once to Eastern Oregon, but came up with a
victory over Southern Oregon.
The Loggers (3-3 overall) lost to Eastern Oregon
89-82 on the road on November 20 and came back
to Memorial Fieldhouse against the defending
national champion Willamette College, but dropped
the home opener 81-75.
Never really in the game against Willamette, the
Loggers were hurt by the Bearcats' 10 threepointers. Willamette's Steve Raze had five threes
and led all scorers with 19. Puget Sound was led by
freshman Manny Martucci's 15 points in just 19
minutes, including perfect 2-for-2 shooting from
downtown.
The men were the only Puget Sound team in
action over the Thanksgiving holiday, taking part
in the Southern Oregon State College Tournament. Puget Sound defeated the host Raiders in
overtime 94-89 in the first round, led by Whitney
Dixon's 22 points and nine rebounds. Six-footnine freshman Brian Vukclich was 6-for-8 from
the floor for 15 points and cleared the glass for
seven rebounds.
In the championship game, the Loggers once
again drew Willamette and lost again 77-69. The
Loggers trailed 43-24 at halftime thanks to five
unanswered three-pointers by the Bearcats. Dixon
led once again with 15 points and six boards. Todd
Doolittle had 12 points and Casey Irgens added 11.
The Loggers were on the road Wednesday night
and defeated Pacific University 68-62. Droege had
24 points. Puget Sound returns to Tacoma for two
home games, playing Pacific again on Saturday at
8 p.m. and Chico State on Monday at 7 p.m.
After hitting the road again against Eastern Washington, the Loggers will host the annual Holiday

Women's basketball back in
town after Thanksgiving break
The Puget Sound women's basketball team had a
rough road trip at the Coslet Classic Tournament in
Chico, Calif., dropping games to UC-Riverside 8163 and Humboldt State 83-61 before defeating Cal
State-Dominguez 60-56.
The Loggers (2-2) are led in scoring by Johanna
Bay who averages 14.75 points per game and Wendy
Davis with 11.5 ppg. Bay also leads the team with
eight rebounds a game followed by Rebecca Skeen's
5.5 per game.
After the Thanksgiving break, the Loggers return to
action this Saturday at Memorial Fieldhouse against
Portland State. Tipoff is 6 p.m. The Loggers also host
the Holiday Classic Tournament the weekend after
finals, with Pacific Lutheran, Concordia and Northwest Nazarene taking part.

Swimmers at qualifying meet
The Puget Sound men's and women's swim teams
both defeated Linfield College by huge margins on
November 19. The women easily won 121-77 and the
men stomped the Wildcats 130-74.
Amy Miller won three races in dominating fashion
and her male counterparts Ace Blair and Rich Butler
placed first in two each.
Nearly 99 percent of the qualifying for the NAIA
National Swimming and Diving Championships takes
place this weekend at the Husky Invitational at Federal Way. This is the only meet for Puget Sound until
January 7.
The Loggers expect to do quite well at the meet at
the King County Aquatic Center on December 3-5.
This is also the site of the national meet in March,
with Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran hosting.
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LASKA

SUMMER JOBS!
DRIVER/GUIDES

HOLIDAY BEER TASTING!

WHATEVER YOUR MAJOR,
WHATEVER YOUR ASPIRATIONS

Thursday, December 9th from 5:30-7:00pm

Princess Tours Is A Company That Wants
To Help College Students Meet Their Goals.

Join us for our Christmas Celebration featuring:
Your favorite Seasonal Beers:

No experience necessary.
Must be 21 by May 15, 1994
Paid training
. 4-•
Earn between $5,0001 $7,000
this summer
Experience Alaska.

ANCHOR XMAS HALE'S WEE HEAVY
POSEIDON'S OLD SCOTCH ALE & JOLLY ROGER

with presents & a visit from Santa himself!
■■■■■ M ■■■ M ■■■■

MMMMMMM

DOG DOLLARS

■ M ■ MM ■ M ■ M ■■■■■■ MMM ■

DOG DOLLARS

DOG DOLLARS

Four Bits for a
Half Pint or
Eight Bits for an
Imperial Pint of
Tacoma Brew

Dec. 5, 1933- Dec. 5, 1993

Celebrate the
60th Anniversary
of the
Repeal of Prohibition!
ONLY VALID SUNDAY DEC.5, 1993

DOG DOLLARS

MM

Positions Available in
Anchorage, Denali National Park,
Fairbanks, Juneau, Ketchikan and Skagway.

ONE COUPON PER PERSON/VISIT :

DOG DOLLARS

DOG DOLLARS

•
•

MOOMMOMOMOMMIIMMOOOMMEMMEMMOMMOMEMMMOMOMMEME MEMO

Restaurant/Pub 272-3435 611 North Pine Street
Completely Non-Smoking

32 Beers on Draft

For more information see the
Career Development Center.
A Company Representative
will be on Campus
January 18 & 19, 1994.
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Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students,
the University or its Board of Trustees. Staff
Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the
opinion of the majority of the core staff
Articles in the opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Editor and do
not necessarily reflect the views of this newspaper. The Trail reserves the right not to print
letters over two hundred words and to edit any
letters printed. All letters must have a signature and a phone number and are due no
later than Monday at 5 p.m. Anonymous
letters will be printed only at the
discretion of the Editor. Letters and other
correspondence may be addressed to:
The Trail, University of Puget Sound,
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.

X-mas '93: Some assembly required
..14-h yes, the holiday season is finally here.
Classes are coming to an end, the days are becoming shorter and the wallets are getting thin. It is the
time of year to sell your books, cram for finals and
get little sleep. However, we should remember that
these are not the real reason for the holidays. The
fantastical images of our childhood have been
polluted with the materialistic necessities of our
academic world. The visions of sugar plums dancing in our heads have been replaced with the
visions of papers and finals. The omnipresent
belief in Santa Claus has faded into our past and the
omnipresent belief in passing our class is our only
concern.
Will we ever be able to abandon the worries of
school and travel home for the holidays to regain
what has been lost? What happened to that mystical moment in childhood that we once knew as
Christmas? Is it only a faded memory or will
Christmas ever be the same regardless of what age
you are? Aside from the preoccupation of school,
the holiday spirit has become preoccupied with
technology.
1
This ever-growing technology has taken its toll
on the holidays and Christmas shoppers are the victims. Christmas is a time of stocking up on Nintendo
games, filling the stockings with cellular phones and leaving holiday greetings on voice mail. It is no longer
a time of baking cookies, singing Christmas carols and appreciating the birth of Jesus Christ. Many people
are only concerned with getting and not giving, being loved but not loving and being thankful for something
they are not quite sure of, maybe a break from school?
What happened to the simplistic way of celebrating Christmas? It is not a time of decorating the tree, but
instead assembling the plastic one. It is not a time of singing Christmas carols, but a time to listen to prerecorded ones. It is not a time to wait up for Santa Claus in hopes of seeing him fall down the chimney, but
rather a time to go to bed late and wake up with a hang-over.
As we have heard before, Christmas will never be the same. Presents are becoming more expensive,
Christmas trees are lasting longer, and the malls are becoming the hip place to be. Why shouldn't we take
a couple hours out of our vacation to remember the true spirit of the holidays? Drink some egg nog, bake
some cookies, sing some Christmas carols, and most importantly, remember why we celebrate it in the first
place.

Q uestion of the Week:

"Why is 'The Ring of Fire' the
most popular song on the jukebox
if everyone hates it?"
-Steve Eacker

"How many pizzas can you
eat simultaneously?"
-Brent Hernandez and Kerri
Millikan (Cellar staff)
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This piece of legislation passed in
the House of Representatives with
234 votes. Now, don't be fooled,
this victory wasn't secured until
the last second, as Clinton lobbied
and bought votes on the House
floor. The perplexing part is that
Clinton didn't need to do all that. If
he had played smart, he could have
had NAFTA sewed up a month
ago. Clinton behaves like your avI
erage Puget Sound student - wait
IJBy Todd Starkweather
until the last minute and barely get
Political columnist
all of the required work finished.
Clinton, though, has finished all
s the fall semester at the of his required work and, in doing
University of Puget Sound winds so, has established quite a record
to a close, so does Bill Clinton's early on in his presidency. To date,
first year in the Oval office. Yes, the Clinton presidency has passed
it's hard to believe that Clinton has a budget package, a crime bill, aid
spent a quarter of a presidential to Russia and NAFTA. Clinton has
term in the White House. And also made his health care reform
while Clinton has not been every- proposals and tackled the gays in
thing he promised he would be, he the military issue. Not too many
has been, above all else, exciting. presidents can claim that amount
Clinton stumbled out of the of accomplishments in less than a
blocks early, goofing upon execu- year. Of cow-se, not too many presitive appointments (Zoe Baird, Lani dents have stumbled as often has
Guinier), fumbling with legisla- Clinton has in his first year.
tion (the stimulus package) and
Clinton's main goal seems to be
making huge political faux pas (the to do things. What things these are
airplane haircut
and how he
fiasco). Early on,
plans on doClinton appeared
ing them I do
Watching Bill
to be wheeling
not know, but
Clinton try to pass
around in circles
he seems inas he searched for
tent on doing
legislation is like
his political identhings. Clinton
tity and direction.
watching a football wants to pass
He didn't know
legislation,
if he was too far team win with a long
make new laws
left, too far right
and bring
touchdown pass in
or too far in the
sweeping rethe final minute, or a form across
middle.
Over the past
America. In
basketball team win
couple months
short, Clinton
Clinton has
at the buzzer with a
would rather
settled into the
make a misthree-point shot.
presidency a little
take while
better and seems
apparently
to be more comtrying to do
fortable than he was in March, something, than to make the misApril and May. But he still hasn't take of not doing anything, which
lost his flare for the dramatic. was the downfall of George Bush.
Clinton still loves to excite us with
Clinton already has large, ambithose last second come-from-be- tious plans for next year. He hopes
hind legislative victories. Watch- to pass health care reform and wants
ing Bill Clinton try to pass legisla- to bring about reform in welfare.
tion is like watching a football It's still too early to tell whether or
team win with a long touchdown not Clinton can turn these wellpass in the final minute or a bas- intentioned fantasies into solid,
ketball team win at the buzzer with workable reality, but it will cera three-point shot. Clinton gives tainly be fun to see the Cardiac kid
his opponents the victory weeks give it a shot.
before legislation is introduced and
Maybe I am underestimating
then steals it back with some last Clinton. After all, he does seem to
second swing vote.
be more in control now that he has
While this might be amusing for the NAFTA victory under his belt
political pundits like myself, I can't and hasn't made any huge political
imagine that Clinton wishes to gaffs lately, so maybe, just possicontinue to carry on this way. If he bly, Clinton will provide a more
doesn't die of stress-induced carstable and relaxed atmosphere. But,
diovascular problems, then one of then again, he did anger the majorhis supporters probably will. ity of the Muslim world by meetClinton needs to find an easier ing in private with Salman Rushdie.
way to work as president.
Oh well, the saga of excitement
Let's use NAFTA as an example. continues.

A

What would you have as the
Question of the Week?

"In musicals, how come everybody around the singer knows
the words of the previously
unknown song? Can this happen
in real life?"
-M. Banta and foe Kin'

"If President Pierce was the holy
cow of India, what would that
make us?"
-Bull Heiferson
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If your mom had owned a gun, how long
would it have taken to potty-train you?

❑By Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer

andgun restriction is an issue which has torn this country
apart. After some serious thought,
I believe I've come up with a
solution:simply ban all handgun
possession, except for women.
Only women should have handguns. No Y chromosomes, no penises, no way around it. Just make
handguns available to women and
women only.
I think it makes a lot of sense.
The number of violent crimes perpetrated by women is just a fraction of the number perpetrated by
men. Women are just expected to
be passive, no matter what their
disposition. Example: battered

wives are so commonplace barely
standards illustrate why giving that would be a good thing because women would be just as bad with
anyone pays attention to the indievery woman a gun is a good idea. it's years of limiting roles that have guns as men? In big cities it's imvidual incidences of assault, deEncourage their use. Come on girls, led to these dumb stereotypes in portant that women have some way
spite the fact that every day women
have a taste of dominance! It's
the first place. It's not that mascu- to protect themselves. A big stir in
are beaten and molested by their
fun! I mean, I'll admit that Thelma line and feminine roles are bad, but Seattle was about the recent murhusbands. It isn't every man that & Louise was a chick movie but, if they restrict freedom and pre- der of Mia Zapata, lead singer of
does it; nobody thinks that. But it is come on, it's sort of fun watching vent women from getting help the G its. Would she still have been
so widespread that it goes largely them make that obnoxious trucker when they are being hurt, some- attacked if handguns were more
unnoticed.
cry. And the explosion of his rig is thing should be changed. Also, in common among women? Maybe.
All it took was one woman cut- a sight we all can enjoy. It's so these serious, regressive cases The situation can't be changed now
ting off her husband's penis to get liberating to know that women can where husbands have just gotta and it might have occurred no matnational atter what the
tention. The
circumOnly worn en should have handguns. No Y chromosomes, no penises,
reaction was
stances. But it
much like
does illustrate
no
way
a
round
it.
Just
make
handguns
available
to
women
and
when a bunch
how dangerof guys see
ous it can be
women only.
another guy
out there. The
get kneed/
idea of all
kicked/hit-by-a-baseball in the appreciate the beauty of exploding
have handguns to protect their women owning handguns is no
crotch. Whenever that happens, things just as much as guys can.
families, they'll have to ask their more ridiculous than the assumpyou girls'll see guys (who weren't
Of course, you argue, that will wives to get guns for them, putting tion that women can't use guns. At
even close) immediately double put women more at risk because the wives in power for once.
least the former does not automatiover, groan and clutch their vitals only criminals will have guns and
Come on girls, grab your guns, cally place women in the role of
in sympathy. I've heard that, for big, masculine guys with red- we're goin' shootin'! We'll load victims.
females, getting hit in the breasts is checkered shirts won't have the up the truck, cruise on out to the
At any rate, it is possible that
a similar type of pain, but I don't necessary arsenals to protect their ridge with a cooler, whoop it up women naturally tend to be more
know. You sort of have to have the wimmen' from rapists and so forth. and shoot some road signs to death! peaceful and nonviolent than men.
equipment to understand just what
On the contrary! With the de- Then we'll head back to town, rope All the more reason to give them
it's like. I guess it's one area where crease of male protectors, women us some studs and sodomize 'em control of handguns, because then
women have the upper hand over will have to learn how to fend for with the barrels in the truckbed.
maybe we'll see an emphasis on
themselves. Previously passive
men.
Yec haw!
solutions to problems of violence,
Anyway, these sexual, double women will have to adapt. I think
Is it really dumb to assume that which is something we'd all like.

Letter to the Editor

Ex-convict retaliates against Washington state
To the editor:
IThis letter has evolved through
many emotions. Emotions that
once clouded the reality of my
situation and of the 1990s. However, through that prolonged period of selfishness, of anger and of
evaluation and freedom from dominant self-interest, I am willing to
bare myself to my colleagues, my
instructors, my enemies and to the
people with whom I have built
credibility.
You see, I, Paul Mann, am an ex convict. That statement hurts for
self-preservation and hurts my
value system. On May 8, 1989 I
sustained an accident while on the
job. I, like you, had paid insurance
premiums through the Department
of Labor and Industries to cover
me for specific benefits. The devastating effect of once being a
healthy, active individual and subsequent surgery left me with damaged self-esteem, little reason to
live and a serious alcohol problem.

I committed a felony, lost my wife
through divorce, my home, my zest
for living and spent approximately
nineteen months in prison. I don't
profess being a lily-white individual, but I now realize the lack of
adjustment-therapy was a contributing factor to my incarceration.
Your Department of Labor and
Industries needs to make such
therapy mandatory. The change is
devastating. My German immigrant ancestors passed down the
proverb, "Pick yourself up by your
bootstraps" and I profess by that
proverb.
However, and I state without anger, only rationale and years of
evaluation show me that each time
I reach for my bootstraps, yours
and my Department of Labor and
Industries placed their giant boot
in the middle of my back disallowing me to rebuild myself, to overcome where I had been. I was
capable of succeeding in our society but they found me a mediocre
slot and, when I objected, they
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assert to the legislature of this state,
to the Department of Labor and
Industries, that every individual
who is injured in this state under
the jurisdiction of the Department
of Labor and Industries must undergo truly independent therapy
after thirty days of continuous absence from their employment. This
therapy would be mandatory. Can

you hear me? Do you care?
Some may say, "What about the
economics? The expense?" I ask,
is it cost effective to put families
on welfare, displaced workers in
state-supported treatment centers,
put children on the streets, put father in jail and in welfare lines?
Labor and Industries and their
so-called independent, vocational
counselors and so-called independent doctors can attempt to put me
on a piece of cardboard in an al-
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ley—can continue to ignore,
threaten, attempt to intimidate and
use coercive tactics, but I will not
forget the people who follow. Labor & Industries may use their
"independent," vocational counselors and "independent" doctors,
whose behaviors in private enterprise could be construed as collusive behavior, but I'm in love with
you, Labor & Industries, and will
stay close to you forever.
In retrospect, this letter to your
readers may be a letter in which I
"bite the hand that feeds me." I
expect further retaliation from the
department both in the disbursement of my benefits and as an
attack on my character. Both are
open for anyone's evaluation, and
if the Department of Labor and
Industries is successful in discrediting me, I will once again turn to
my deceased grandfather who said
"Pull yourself up by the bootstraps!" Write me. We need to
know the devastating truth.
Paul Mann
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inadequate state, industrial insurance policy. You don't need to tear
up you family, destroy lives and
lose your dignity as human beings.
You only need the proper care. I
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threatened me. I had nowhere to
go but with them. I can only surmise their motivations, although
not personal, but bred within walnut offices, were to keep my level
of aspiration low so that, through
the process of benefit disbursement, I would be forever grateful.
Let's not forget we are all beneficiaries of an insurance policy and
our goal is to once again be productive, not discarded.
I have disclosed to my neighbors
and my friends in the letter my
past. I felt it was necessary if my
motivation is to be put in proper
perspective. With a pleasant grin I
think I may be suffering from a
hormonal imbalance. With an ear
to ear grin I feel it is time to make
amends.
What is my motivation? I've already suffered the effects of loss of
dignity and tremendous guilt and
remorse. Therefore, I am speaking
for those who follow me. The garbage is not necessary. I don't want
families torn apart because of an
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Letters to the Editor
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Loss of law school does not mean loss of learning
To the editor:

T

he Puget Sound Trustees' decision to sell the institution's law
school to Seattle University is reasonable. Puget Sound perceives
itself as the local outpost representative of the nation's finest small
colleges. In contrast, Seattle University is a larger, Jesuit school
known for its involvement in the
social life of the state's largest
city. The decision, thus, to sell the
law school and eventually close
the Norton Clapp Law Center
seems easy. Still, such decisions
are painful. Indeed, the law building is named for a Puget Sound
trustee who led a distinguished
career as a timber executive. Clapp,

ing, specifically citing its proximity to local, state and federal courts.
Do not mourn the loss of the law
school. As students, remain dedicated to learning. Think of issues
of freedom, individualism and justice. Imagine if the trustees had
sold the main campus—they would
have been reckless stewards. Instead, Puget Sound is better than
ever. Ponder the words of American poet e.e. cummings in the context of a liberal education compared to a legal education: "I'd
rather learn from one bird how to
sing than teach ten thousand stars
how not to dance."
Go Loggers!

who dedicated years to Puget Pacific or a Carleton of Mount theless, they must realize Puget
Sound, graduated from the Uni- Rainier. Indeed, Puget Sound is Sound has built one of the nation's
versity of Chicago School of becoming more identifiable with best regional law schools and is
Law—often called the nation's its Northwest peer schools, such as entrusting its future to Seattle Unibest. In spite of that, the sale closes Reed and Whitman. Once affili- versity, a school academically rean era of construction and program ated with Methodist heritage as a vitalized by President William J.
Sullivan, S.J.
expansions initiStill, when
ated decades ago.
Puget sound
During the presi- Do not mourn the loss of the law school. As
leaders and Sedency of Philip
students, remain dedicated to learning.
attle media critiPhibbs, Puget
cize the isolation
Sound gradually
refocused itself on its heritage as a younger twin of Salem's of the University of Puget Sound
cultural outpost of civilized, un- Willamette University, Puget Law School when it moves into
Sound is completing its journey buildings on the Seattle campus,
dergraduate studies along the Patoward academic distinction and they ignore former U.S. Supreme
cific frontier, emphasizing learnCourt Chief Justice Warren
ing in the basic sciences and huindividuality.
Law school professors and stu- Burger's 1980 words calling Puget
manities.
Sound's new law center a bold and
dents have expressed disillusionThe sale fulfills Phibbs' vision
for the school as a Bowdoin of the ment about the decision. Never- innovative experiment in teach-

Jonathan Feste

ASUPS attacks lack Reader defends feature article
of communication
X

have liked it too! However, I doubt
it, due to the fact that he probably
ast week Jonathan Holly
couldn't have gotten past what he
called "the PC fascists" at the front
wrote a letter of response to the
door. By the way, I know that I'm
Feature article, "The Last Exit on
Brooklyn," found in the Novemnot the only one who found that
ber 11 edition of The Trail. In his
comment to be extremely judgmental and in really poor taste.
letter to the editor, he ignorantly
Back to the
stated that "Nobody
featured article
[at Puget Sound] Keep in mind not everyone at Puget Sound
itself. I found
travels any further
enjoys sticking to our own "protected,"
the "Last Exit
than 26th and Procon Brooklyn"
tor for a cup of . . .
little paradise here in the North End of
extremely
coffee."
well-written
As a weekly reguTacoma.
and interesting.
lar at the Last Exit
in Seattle and a Puget Sound stu- fines of Puget Sound and experi- It was fun to read the history of a
dent, I tend to disagree with this ence something a little different at place that I enjoy so much! It was
narrow-minded view. For myself such places as the Last Exit.
refreshing to see an article in The
As for the move to the new loca- Trail focusing on something outand several of my friends, the Last
Exit is a place to unwind from the tion on 52nd and University, I must side of the norms of Puget Sound.
pressures of college life, to get say that I am sad to see the old Maybe we should all expand our
away from the stifling Puget Sound place go. It was a building that had horizons and experience something
and Tacoma atmosphere, to listen seen many a good year and had a new, even if it is just a double
lot of character. If Jonathan had
mocha.
to the excellent music played on
n Mike" nights, to study in a ever actually visited the Last Exit
relaxing environment and, yes, to on Brooklyn, who knows, he may
Cynthia S. Groshong
imbibe in an excellent mug of
mocha (much better that Starbucks,
I must say). Keep in mind not everyone at Puget Sound enjoys sticking to our own "protected," little
paradise here in the North End of
Tacoma. Some of us actually like
to step out of the stereotyped, con-

To the editor:

Deal President Pierce,

fter attending both the
Neighborhood Association Town
meeting and the ASUPS open forum, we have noticed the discontent of many students within the
U.P.S. campus community. As a
committee representing the students' concenisregarding this campus, we feel the need to communicate to you the feelings of these
students.
The handling of several situations during the past year-and-ahalf has been inadequate and insensitive. Many students arc piacingthc bkirne on the adm in r at ion's
lack of communication. Here arc
sonic examples: the reconstructit 1 , of the business school, demohi ion of housing and the transfer of
the law school. In none of these
cases was there prior knowledge
of the decisions and not once was
there a chance for community input into the decision-making proCe ss,
The sexual harassment episode
of last spring is another example of
how communication is lacking. We
do not feel that there was appropriate acknowledgment of student
concerns and our right to discuss
the issue at hand. While the administration was very business-like in
addressing these emotional issues
of our community, they displayed
a considerable amount of insensitivity. This is only one example of
the blatant lack of respect for the
maturity and intelligence of the
students, faculty and staff.
As head of the administration,
you stress the importance of the
liberal arts education to create freethinking individuals with multiple

talents and intetegv Ave
when students at0! ...**.t C II =cc
to practice
front the,*010:4k
► •■•1
;: *
differentrionitheeStabg ::
you do not know how tO'OSpOn:
The administration retreats to : t$40:
rules of suppression in a dicta*
nal style instead of working 0,U#
the. problems. Responsibility
with the administration.tear4qt
the possibility °fen-m*00W
the problems accordingly,
You identify the University :g
Puget Sound as a basigOzy001
mention all of these decisions as
business transaction4,141.4440.4::
miss the personalityk*fak*e*
so long to develop here. The sense;:
of family and community that
nukes this
stripped.These.i*1•
•
malty U.P.S.stridentS :
fished. You have su(xeSiff4ty.00!:
ated yourself from the maiptitypf .:
the student cot=
an unstable and 49.
environment,
The students insist ;upon being
part of the process of Om
II
part of the solution IFto::
.
These decisions attect otWii MOK:
the lives of the faculty, andIfk. :.
lives of the staff. They are immz .:
tant decisions that can have a prOt
found i mpact on the future quality
of our degrees and our interest...0..
promoting our university4S:
Students are anitAll**,
versity re source The adrittltT '.
trop that ignores this ItSQLOCt:',..Z .
(

tnclues ifs

T

he decision of the University of Puget Sound to sell its law
school and reintegrate the business curriculum into the liberal
arts comes as no surprise. Since
the late 1970s, the University has
been consolidating its mission to
focus on undergraduate liberal arts
education. The model for this type
of institution is the small, select
college found in large numbers
on the East Coast of America.
Exclusive schools, like Wellesley
and Amherst, were founded in the
19th century to educate those who
went to college then, mostly young
men and women from affluent
backgrounds.
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The ASUPS Student Concerns

The times have changed and such
exclusionary models of higher education, which never took deep root in
the West, no longer fit the needs of
modem society. Should any school's
mission today ignore the interests and
needs of local communities or the
growing populations of older students and minorities? I think that part
of the volatile reaction to Puget Sound
is not that they sold the law school
without even the courtesy of consulting staff, students orcommunity leadership, but that their mission seems
intellectually and socially irresponsible in the modem world.
Patterson Thompson, III
Harvard '93 (born in Tacoma and
denied admission to UPS)
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Harvard Grad criticizes sale
To the editor:
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This Week in
indents
ASUPS

University of Puget Sound

Written and compiled by Grant Hatton
ASUPS Publicity Office

SHOWCASE PRESENTS...

DON LANPHERE
&
The John Hansen Trio
Friday, December 3rd
At Noon in the Rotunda
"Some Christmas Jazz to set the
mood for the holiday season"

...and,

The Caribbean
Superstars
Tuesday, December 7th
At Noon in the Great Hall

FREE!
AND DON'T FORGET

MIS rfl,ETIOA S 11
FRIDAY DECEMBER 3rd From 9:00a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS

CLINT EASTWOOD JOHN MALKOVICH

IN THE LINE OF FIRE
December 3rd, 4th & 5th FRI. & SAT. 7:00 & 9:30pm, SUN. 6:00 & 8:30
Admission is $1.00 with UPS ID, $2.00 without.

satire
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7Loma Rep. Art Wang (0)
seeks large endowment

(In order to get us into the holiday cheer, here's a poem
written by Greg "There is no problem with sexual
harassment on the UPS campus" Brewis, published in
The Trail when he himself was a student here, way back
in the fall of 1970.)

(It's him, we kid you not!}

Crying, Crying, Crying
A poem by UPS Public Relations Head Greg Brewis.
lam an Asian, crying, crying, crying.

I am an Asian crying,
And you are a laughing world.
I am a soldier dying, dying, dying.
I am a soldier dying,
And you are a flag unfurled.
I am a student revolting, revolting, revolting.
I am a student revolting,
And you are a business man.

Skipping the
Pro/Con this week

I am a doctor healing, healing, healing.
I am a doctor healing,
And you are a can of napalm.

Pro/Con:

I am a lover dreaming, dreaming, dreaming.
I am a lover dreaming,
And you are a conquered moon.
I am a black man screaming, screaming, screaming.
I am a black man screaming,
And you are a racist goon.
I will die
I feel
I am
I love
I will fulfill
I am whole
I am a man

you will never be
you are numb
you are not
you hate
you will fall short
you are nothing
you are mankind.

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical
work and, as such, has been set off from the
rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any
person, place, thing or other entity without
satirical intent is strictly coincidental. Except
for the bits about Greg Brewis.

PRO: Having time to finish my
final projects.
PRO: Doing another crossword
puzzle with the Opinions Editor.
PRO: Not getting likkered up' to
get the creative juices flowing.
PRO: Taking a nap on the Trail
couch while KUPS is off the air.
PRO: Death threats drop significantly.

CON:

The Trail: Insulation of choice for Tacoma's homeless*
•Yo, support your local food bank! Peace.

